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Due to the electronic bottleneck limited real-time measurement speed of common temporal-spectral detection
and the particle-like nature of optical soliton enabled nonrepeatable transient behaviors, capturing the ultrafast
laser pulses with unknown times of arrival and synchronously characterizing their temporal-spectral dynamic
evolution is still a challenge. Here, using the Raman soliton frequency shift based temporal magnifier and dis-
persive Fourier transform based spectral analyzer, we demonstrate a self-synchronized, ultrafast temporal-spectral
characterization system with a resolution of 160 fs and 0.05 nm, and a recording length above milliseconds. The
synchronized nonlinear process makes it possible to image full-filled temporal sub-picosecond pulse trains re-
gardless of their arrival times and without extra pump lasers and photoelectric conversion devices. To demonstrate
the significance of this improvement, a buildup dynamic process of a soliton laser with a complex breakup and
collisions of multisolitons is visually displayed in the spectral and temporal domains. The soliton dynamic evo-
lution processes observed by our characterization system are in one-to-one correspondence with the numerical
simulation results. We believe this work provides a new multidimensional technique to break the electronic
bottleneck to gain additional insight into the dynamics of ultrafast lasers and nonlinear science. © 2023
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast pulses, localized structures created by the balance be-
tween dispersion, nonlinearity, gain, and loss, have served as the
cornerstone in spectroscopy [1,2], imaging [3,4], lidar [5], and
physical property characterization and manipulation [6,7]. To
increase the measurement speed in these applications and pro-
vide them with more flexible time, more frequency scales, and
operational state intelligently switchable laser sources, new re-
quirements have been put forward for the parameters that con-
trol ultrafast pulse lasers and for the dynamic performance of
these lasers [8]. However, the particle-like nature of optical sol-
itons enables striking transient behaviors with nonrepeatable
phenomena [9,10], which affects the stable operation and per-
formance regulation of a laser. From the insight of frequency
domain, thanks to dispersion Fourier transform (DFT) based
spectral measurement [11], soliton explosion [12–14], soliton
molecules [15–17], and soliton splitting [18,19] have been ex-
perimentally studied to comprehend the nonlinear dynamics

that affects the operation of ultrafast lasers. Due to the limited
measurement speed of commonly used methods including optical
autocorrelation [20], frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG)
[21], and spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field
reconstruction (SPIDER) [22], the temporal information of these
transient processes has rarely been investigated.

With the development of space-time duality [23], real-time
measurement methods in the temporal and spectral domains
have provided the foundation and incentive for innovation
in many optical metrology fields, from fundamental laser phys-
ics to ultrafast precise measurements [24,25]. Parallel to space-
time duality based spectral measurement technologies, a
temporal ultrafast signal processing system uses a fiber-induced
group delay dispersion (GDD) in the time domain to analogize
the propagation distance in the spatial domain. Combined with
electronic modulators or nonlinear parametric processes
[26–29], the quadratic phase modulation has been brought
into the time domain as the “lens” to realize the compression,
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magnification, or Fourier transform of the temporal envelope
[30–33]. Time-lens-based time magnifiers recently have thus
begun to play a central role in the fundamental research to deal
with the nonlinear propagation of pulses in fibers and micro-
resonators [34,35], which must record long temporal pulse
trains with femtosecond resolution. However, the time-lens-
based temporal measurement system has always traded off
the time NA and resolution [36]. Both asynchronous and syn-
chronous time-lens-based time magnifiers have been developed
to resolve the continuous and accurate capture of transient non-
repetitive time domain signals under different measurement re-
quirements. For an asynchronous time lens, it is feasible to
continuously image the temporal envelope in the time NA
on the order of nanoseconds by buffering and replicating
the signal being tested and setting a slight difference between
the periods of the pump light and the replicated signal light
[37]. This approach is suitable for microresonators and has
been demonstrated to reveal the dynamics of dissipative
Kerr soliton collisions lasting a few nanoseconds [35], but
the pulse repetition period of a fiber-based soliton cavity is tens
or hundreds of nanoseconds. At this time, the synchronous
time-lens-based time magnifiers are more suitable to record
thousands of the output round trips of a ultrafast fiber laser.
However, most current works are based on opto-electrical de-
tection to obtain the repetition period of the soliton being
tested and then use electro-optical modulation (EOM) to regu-
late the additional pump laser to output pulses with an identical
repetition rate, or combine various nonlinear oscillators to gen-
erate pump pulses in the same period [26,38]. As a result, the
bandwidth of the electronic detection system limits the accu-
racy of the time synchronization of the pump and the signal to
tens of picoseconds, which is mismatched with the pulse du-
ration of the solitons and lacks robustness. In particular, the
pulse laser repetition rate is continuously changing during
the control of the soliton operation states or soliton interactions

[39,40]. Therefore, exploiting the self-synchronized time mag-
nifier with an all-optical system design with better applicability
and compact construction to break the electrical bottleneck is a
necessary development trend for ultrafast fiber laser dynamics.

To achieve this goal, we propose and experimentally dem-
onstrate a self-synchronized temporal-spectral characterization
(SSTSC) system that combines the Raman soliton frequency
shift effect based time magnifier and DFT based time-stretch
spectroscopy to overcome the drawback of a single-shot, full-
filled detection of a soliton with an unknown time of arrival or
rapid evolution. Through this SSTSC system, a 10 millisecond
duration of the transient soliton dynamics regardless of the
buildup or tuning processes can be characterized from both
the time and frequency domains with a resolution of 160 fs
and 0.05 nm. At the same time, the nonlinear effect that
influences the imaging quality of the parametric time lens
(PTL) is also analyzed from the perspective of real-time spectral
evolution. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, the buildup
dynamic process of an ultrafast laser with complex break-up
and collisions of multisolitons is visually displayed by applying
our SSTSC system.

2. SYSTEM CONCEPT AND EXPERIMENTAL
SETUP

Figure 1 shows how the SSTSC system obtains the self-
synchronized pump pulses of PTL and temporal-spectral infor-
mation of the laser, thereby capturing the soliton dynamics. As
a proof-of-concept demonstration, we choose a conventional
soliton (CS) as the signal being tested. The spectrum and
the pulse trains are shown in Fig. 1. The top path depicts
the frequency-to-time mapping through the emerging DFT
technique. By inducing the dispersive medium, the spectral
envelope of the soliton is continuously reproduced on the time-
line at its repetition rate. There is, however, another real-time
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the SSTSC system. The single-shot spectrum of every round-trip output pulse will be mapped to the time
domain by the DFT (in the green box). The soliton being tested as the input laser source generates the Raman frequency shift soliton with the same
repetition rate at a longer wavelength band. The synchronous signal and pump overlap in the time domain and the FWM occurs in PTL to generate
the magnification idler pulse to obtain the temporal information of the soliton being tested (in the yellow box).
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spectral measurement method called the parametric spectral-
temporal analyzer (PASTA) [41], which uses the spectral-
temporal focusing mechanism of a time lens. However, the
limitations of the spectral measurement range and four-wave
mixing (FWM) conversion efficiency hinder the application
of this technology to real-time spectrum measurement of an
ultrashort pulse laser with a broad spectral bandwidth. Their
complicated clock setting also increases the difficulty of syn-
chronous demodulation with time domain information. As a
result, the DFT technique is more convenient for the synchro-
nous detection of an ultrafast fiber laser with MHz repetition
rate in our system.

The bottom path displays our Raman soliton frequency-
shift-based self-synchronized time lens time magnifier. Using
the parametric nonlinear process (soliton self-frequency shift
effect) of the Raman-active medium with anomalous dispersion
[42–44], the new soliton with the same fundamental repetition
rate will be generated at a longer wavelength band. Herein, the
principle of this self-synchronized Raman frequency-shift
pump soliton generation is as follows. When the ultrashort
pulse with high peak power is injected into the high nonline-
arity fiber (HNLF), the Raman scattering effect caused by the
Stokes light will induce pulse narrowing and obtain the Raman
gain from the high-frequency component of soliton spectrum,
eventually forming additional fundamental soliton pulse trains.
As the pulse propagates, the soliton self-frequency shift occurs
with the central wavelength moving toward the longer wave-
length side. Because the magnitude of the Raman scattering
effect is dependent on the length of the HNLF and the power
of the ultrashort pulses, the wavelength of the frequency shift
soliton can be tuned by changing these parameters. Namely, we
can expediently generate synchronous pump pulses for the sol-
iton pulses being tested with any repetition rate and freely ad-
just the optical frequency difference between the pump and the
signal light to satisfy the phase-matching condition of the non-
linear medium to realize FWM. This “self-synchronization”
pulse generated by the soliton itself as the input source through
an all-optical process is not limited by the electronic bottleneck,
and can accurately locate the soliton to overlap on the timeline

within a several femtosecond time difference [45]. The differ-
ence in the dispersion fiber length experienced by the pump,
signal and DFT path results in the difference in the round trips
between the temporal and spectral information, which can be
calculated by the specific fiber length. Figure 2 schematically
depicts our real-time measurement system. A detailed descrip-
tion can be found in Visualization 1. Here, the influence of
higher-order dispersion effects, especially β3, will affect the res-
olution and system accuracy. In the DFT spectrum measure-
ment path, we can eliminate the error by measuring the
dispersion curve of the optical fiber used for dispersion stretch-
ing, and then resampling the single-shot spectra [46]. In the
PTL path, we can balance the third-order dispersion by con-
figuring fibers with opposite dispersion slopes at the input, out-
put, and pump paths [37].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To demonstrate the performance of the SSTSC system, an ul-
trafast fiber laser is employed as the soliton being tested. Here,
if the idler light is located at a longer wavelength band, when it
passes through the dispersion-compensating fiber (DCF) exces-
sive attenuation will be introduced that will reduce the detec-
tion sensitivity of the parametric time lens (PTL) system.
Therefore, we insert a bandpass filter to restrict the central
wavelength of the laser to around 1550 nm. Figure 3(a) shows
the autocorrelation trace of the CS mode locked by carbon
nanotubes, and the FWFM of the pulse is 1.94 ps. Since
the shape of the CS is hyperbolic secant, the real duration
of the pulse is ∼1.26 ps. The spectrum of the CS is shown
in Fig. 3(b) with a bandwidth of 2.5 nm and a central wave-
length of 1551 nm. The time bandwidth product (TBP) is
∼0.324, which is slightly larger than the value of a trans-
form-limited standard of the CS with a sech2-shaped pulse
(0.315), meaning the soliton is a pulse with a near-zero chirp.
The generated Raman soliton frequency shift pulse is filtered by
a bandpass optical tunable filter (OTF950, Santec) to act as a
pump laser. Because the pump laser is generated by the non-
linear effect of the laser, it will have the same repetition rate as
that of the soliton laser. Therefore, compared to a traditional
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of our pulse and spectrum real-time measurement system. The green part is the specific composition and parameter
diagram of the DFT system, while the yellow part is the time lens system. The blue solid line box is our Raman soliton frequency shift generator.
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PTL system, our self-synchronized PTL (SS-PTL) system is
more convenient to generate the same fundamental frequency
pump laser without any electrical equipment like a high-speed
photodetector (PD), expensive arbitrary waveform generators,
or a broad electronic bandwidth EOM. Figure 3(c) shows that
pump pulses and signal pulses completely and perfectly overlap
in the time domain. The inserted figure in the dashed box de-
picts the pair of overlapped signal pulses and the pump pulses
in Fig. 3(c). Since the dispersive fiber the pump pulses expe-
rience is longer than that for signal pulses, the pulse duration of
the stretched pump pulses is broader than that of the signal
pulses. This also indicates that the time NA of our PTL system
can guarantee that every signal pulse obtains the quadratic
phase coefficient carried by the corresponding pump pulse dur-
ing the subsequent FWM process in the PTL.

The following figures are the key output spectra of the
whole process. As can be seen from the red curve in Fig. 4(a),
the output of the HNLF1 broadens the spectrum due to the
self-phase modulation (SPM), Raman soliton frequency shift,
and FWM effect. Then, using a tunable filter with a bandwidth
of 4 nm, the main Raman frequency shift soliton is selected as
the pump. After the coupling, the overlapped signal and pump
have a spectrum with an SNR beyond 30 dB, which is shown
by the blue curve in Fig. 4(b). Because the pump and signal
pulses are time-stretched by single-mode fibers (SMF1 and
SMF2), they can be directly amplified more than 18 dB with-
out any nonlinear spectral degradation, as shown by the red
curve in Fig. 4(b). Finally, the cascaded FWM occurs in the
HNLF2, which means the quadratic phase delay from the
pump has been added to the idler light. The red curve in
Fig. 4(c) is the spectrum filtered by Filter2, which carries
the temporal information of ∼304 times magnified signal
(jφ 0 0

i ∕φ 0 0
s j ≈ 304). Because the bandwidth of Filter2 is more

than 20 nm, the second idler light can also be filtered. The
bandwidth of the first idler light is about half of the second
one. However, there is almost a 20 dB intensity contrast

between them. The energy of the second idler light is just
5% of the first idler we wanted. So, the influence of the second
idler light can be ignored naturally when using an oscilloscope
to acquire the temporal imaging of the soliton pulses.

Then, we perform a temporal-spectral characterization of
the CS with a stable mode-locking state. The results are shown
in Fig. 5. Both exhibit good temporal-spectral imaging quality
and stability. From Figs. 5(a), 5(b) and 5(d), 5(e), the spectrum
and pulse evolution of the stable CS are imaged with a frame
rate of 17 MHz and temporal magnification of 301. The fluc-
tuations of the integral energy and the bandwidth of single-shot
spectrum are about 5%, as depicted in Fig. 5(c). Meanwhile,
the fluctuations of the integral energy and temporal duration of
every single pulse are about 10%, as depicted in Fig. 5(f ). Both
the spectral and temporal fluctuations come from the influence
of the polarization and power jitter of the erbium-doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA).

Among the key parameters of the time magnifier, the tem-
poral imaging frame rate is determined by the repetition period
of the soliton laser. Our system has the ability to measure the
temporal and spectral information of pulse trains with much
higher fundamental frequency. However, when the frame rate
increases, the magnification will be limited to avoid the over-
lapping of the magnified pulses in the time domain. The tem-
poral resolution, which is another key parameter of the SS-PTL
system, is determined by the minimum operating electronic
bandwidth of the detection system and the designed magnifi-
cation. In our case, this value is about 160 fs, which is obtained
by dividing the minimum detection time of the oscilloscope by
the magnification of this time magnifier. Actually, the key
parameters of the time-lens based time magnifier can be im-
proved in two ways. First, we can simply increase the operating
electronic bandwidth of the detection system to achieve a
smaller temporal resolution of the oscilloscope, which of course
will greatly increase the system cost.
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What is more, a larger magnification can be designed by
increasing (or decreasing) the GDD experienced by idler light
(signal light) to improve the system’s temporal resolution. This
is similar to the space-lens imaging system, which can increase
(or decrease) the image distance (object distance) to increase the
magnification. In terms of the first method, if the GDD of the
signal light is reduced as much as possible, the GDD of
the pump light must also be equally reduced at the same time
because of the limitation of the imaging formula [26].
However, the time-lens effect is generated by the quadratic
phase factor in the time domain introduced by the pump light.
When the GDD experienced by the pump light is insufficient
to realize the quadratic phase modulation of the idler light dur-
ing the FWM process, it will cause a temporal imaging distor-
tion. Meanwhile, the GDD experienced by the pump light also
determines another key parameter of the time lens: time NA.
A small GDD cannot effectively stretch the pump light in the
time domain, which reduces the effective overlap time between
the pump and the signal during the FWM process, which also
limits the range of the final temporal magnification. The sec-
ond method, which increases the GDD experienced by the id-
ler light, is also subject to two constraints. Similar to the first
method, it is also limited by the imaging formula [26]. In ad-
dition, excessive GDD will induce a strong fiber insertion loss
and reduce the sensitivity of the temporal imaging system.
Although the dispersion-to-loss ratio of the fiber can be im-
proved by Raman pump distributed amplification, the nonlin-
ear effects and high-order dispersion accumulated in the long
fiber will also distort the temporal imaging pulse trains.
Therefore, because of the limitations of these trade-offs, it is
difficult to reach a scale below 100 fs for the temporal resolu-
tion of time-lens-based time magnifiers, whether synchronous
or asynchronous [28,37,38]. To verify that this time magnifier
can measure the dynamic evolution of a soliton pulse, we stud-
ied the real-time buildup dynamics of the FWM nonlinear pro-
cess in a PTL system by using the DFT spectroscopy technique,
which is described in Visualization 2.

To demonstrate the powerful performance of the self-
synchronized temporal-spectral characterization system, the
buildup dynamic process of a soliton laser is visually displayed
in the spectral and temporal domains with a frame rate of
17 MHz. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) exhibit the spectral information
of this unsteady laser evolution process. We only intercept the
transition state with the most complex nonlinear phenomenon
and the final stable state for analysis. We do not present the
preceding Q-switched mode-locking state because there is
no coherent ultrashort pulse that exists during this state,
and we could not detect the time domain information by
the SS-PTL system.

From the spectral evolution, we can clearly identify the two
well-known nonlinear phenomena accompanied by the estab-
lishment of the soliton: the initial spectral broadening caused
by the SPM auxiliary pulse mode-locking induced beat dynam-
ics and the wavelength red-shift caused by the Raman effect.
Until now, this has been a typical pathway to generate the tem-
poral soliton that has been demonstrated in a Ti:sapphire fem-
tosecond laser cavity and CS cavity based on fiber [11,47].
However, after 1700 round trips, which is shown in Fig. 6(a),
the central wavelength of soliton gradually blue shifts and is
finally fixed at 1551 nm. This is because we insert a bandpass
filter to limit the central wavelength of the laser output to be
around 1550 nm. It is worth noting that the wavelength blue
shift caused by the filter can prove that the mode-locking laser
has the ability to operate at the wavelength sweeping state.
When the central wavelength is limited by the inserted filter,
the wavelength sweeps continuously, but the mode-locking
characteristics in both the time and frequency domains are still
maintained in every round trip of the laser output. After soliton
stabilization, the spectral bandwidth is about 6 nm. It can be
calculated from Fig. 3(b) that the corresponding bandwidth at
the 24 dB attenuation of the soliton laser spectrum is also
6 nm. The 24 dB spectral dynamic measurement range is de-
termined by the 8-bit analog-to-digital conversion position of
the oscilloscope.
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Figure 6(a) shows that the red-shifted soliton spectrum oc-
curs at the 1655th round trip, and the spectrum is rapidly
broadened to about 6 nm. This indicates that the laser after
this round trip gradually formed ultrashort pulses in the time
domain, which is demonstrated both in the CS and dissipative
soliton (DS) cavities [47,48]. Therefore, the time-lens-based
time magnifier starts to work from this time to carry out time
domain imaging of ultrashort pulses, obtaining what is shown
in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). From Fig. 6(c), the magnified temporal
pulses are generated at the 1810th round trip. The round trip
difference is due to the difference in the optical path length of
the DFT and SS-PTL systems combined with the fundamental
frequency of the laser. Before this stage [before the 1810th
round trip in Fig. 6(c)], our time magnifier could not measure
any time domain information. This is because, in the absence
of coherent soliton pulse generation, the synchronous pump
pulses cannot be produced by the Raman self-frequency shift
effect for PTL to implement FWM process. During the
buildup process of the ultrafast lasers, the time domain infor-
mation of the relaxation oscillations and spectrum broadening
caused by the SPM is composed of nanosecond-interval and
picosecond-duration pulses, which can be measured directly
by a high-speed photoelectric detection system. However, it
is worthwhile to measure the subsequent coherent multipulse
generation with a duration less than a picosecond and their fine
movement processes using the time magnifier with higher tem-
poral resolution.

Figures 6(c) and 6(d) depict the transient multisoliton states
in the time domain during the buildup process of the ultrafast

fiber laser. Eight distinct pulses are generated from the noise
known as short-lived soliton molecules. Among them, the
No. 6 pulse survives from the competition and eventually
evolves into a stable single soliton. During this process, which
is depicted in Fig. 6(d), the longer-lived pulses No. 1 and No. 7
preserve the time interval from the main pulse and gradually
decay. Meanwhile, the No. 3 and No. 5 pulses gradually ap-
proach the main pulse and finally couple with it. We can also
observe the collision and annihilation between the pulses from
the partially enlarged detail in Fig. 6(c). The noteworthy pulses
No. 1 and No. 2 fully demonstrate that the soliton molecules
undergo mutual attraction, collision, and final repulsion
[49–52], displaying a very complex nonlinear phase evolution
in this case. However, the spectral modulation corresponding to
soliton molecules does not appear in the real-time evolution
spectrum. There may be two explanations for this issue.
First, since the integrated energy of the main pulse is one order
of magnitude higher than that of other pulses, the modulation
depth of the interference spectrum caused by the main pulse
and others will be not obvious; and second, the relationship
of the free spectrum range (FSR, Δλ) of the interference spec-
trum of the soliton molecules with the time interval (ΔT ) of
the pulses is ΔT � λ20∕�C · Δλ�. Here, λ0 is the central wave-
length, and C is the speed of light in vacuum. In our case, the
time interval between these adjacent pulses is less than 1 ps. It
can be calculated that Δλ has exceeded 6 nm, which is beyond
the spectral bandwidth of the soliton.

To verify the correctness of the experimental results of such
soliton buildup dynamics, we established the theoretical model
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of the measured CS laser. A detailed description of the simu-
lation model is covered in Visualization 3. Figures 6(e) and 6(f )
show the simulation results of the temporal evolution during
the CS buildup process. From Fig. 6(f ), we find that the multi-
soliton pulses during the first 200 round trips are not generated
by the soliton splitting, but are directly formed from the noise,
which is the same as the experimental results from Figs. 6(c)
and 6(d) starting at the 1810th round trip. In this simulation
case, the No. 5 pulse survives and eventually evolves into a sta-
ble single soliton. Its temporal profile and internal phase are
shown in Fig. 6(e), and the pulse duration is about 1.3 ps.
The nonlinear phase shift of the stable pulse is smaller than
2 rad, indicating that the No. 5 pulse is a typical CS with little
frequency chirp. What is more, we can also observe the No. 1
and No. 2 pulses with mutual attraction, collision, and repul-
sion behavior in the simulation results, which is similar to the
No. 1 and No. 2 pulses in the experimental results. Meanwhile,
the No. 6 pulse in Fig. 6(f ) gradually approaches the main pulse
and finally couples with it. Such pulse evolution behavior is the
same as the No. 3 and No. 5 pulses in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d).
Finally, the remaining pulses (Nos. 3, 4, 7, and 8) show the
same evolutionary behavior as pulses No. 1, No. 7, and
No. 8 in the experimental results.

All the simulation results above correspond one-to-one with
the multipulse generation and annihilation processes observed
in the experiment, thus further verifying the accuracy of our
measurement system. By studying soliton buildup dynamics,
we have demonstrated the ability of our self-synchronized tem-
poral-spectral characterization system to identify that the emer-
gence of a multipulse state consisting of several distinct soliton-
like structures is a typical feature of this soliton buildup process.
The experiment and simulation results above highlight the abil-
ity of this system to study the multidimensional information
measurement of the soliton buildup processes and the self-
synchronous detection of nonstationary laser states. In fact, in
addition to studying the process mentioned above, the advan-
tages of the system’s self-synchronization and multidimensional
information acquisition also enable us to explore the laser con-
trol dynamics and whether the mode-locked state of the soliton
laser can be maintained in real time during continuous param-
eter regulation. However, limited by the tuning speed of the
existing control methods and the storage depth of the oscillo-
scope, we have not found a suitable experimental scheme to
study the limited tuning speed that the mode-locking mecha-
nism can withstand.

4. CONCLUSION

This self-synchronous temporal-spectral characterization sys-
tem has the powerful function of single-shot full-filled measure-
ment of the spectral and temporal evolution of ultrafast lasers
under dynamic change states that last milliseconds. The system
takes what we believe, to the best of our knowledge, is an in-
novative approach, introducing a Raman soliton self-frequency
shift effect to generate synchronous pump pulses required by
the PTL. This approach greatly reduces the complexity of the
time magnifier system and also avoids the necessary conversion
of optics to electricity and back to optics in traditional systems.
Such an all-optical method provides a fundamental solution to

break the electronic bottleneck limitation and improve the tem-
poral accuracy when solitons are captured with an unknown
time of arrival or rapid evolution. As a proof-of-concept dem-
onstration, the buildup process of a CS with transient emer-
gence and decay of coherent multisoliton states is first
revealed using experimental and theoretical analyses.
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